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April 28, 1978

Volume XCIV

Number 23

EEC S3 mes bv Proposal Ready For Vote
.. At next Monday night's faculty
meeting the EPC wiS be presenting
their proposal for a new calendar
and curriculum to the faculty for
"
v discussion.
.
;
The proposal, is based on a
- semester system of 14 weeks phis
a week of reading and exam days, v
Winter break wculd be 3 weeks
and there would be breaks at
; r. - - Thanksgiving and Easter.
Along with the calendar change, '
--

-

--

.

.

--

;
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,
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:

of the curriculum.

revamping
r

-

Lm

'
ments). -- J '.
v
Social Science (1 course).
Literature (1 course). .
Religion (1 course).
Fine Arts7 ( course):, could be
fulfilled by an art, music, or speech
course or by participation in music
course V or; by participation in
musical and theatrical activities.
V The . major would be
courses including 3 courses of I.S
as now. Thirty-fou- r
courses would
be necessary for graduation. Most
courses would be worth 1 credit,"
with science and language lab
courses worth 1 and some other

strictly a proposal for faculty
discussion. Later in May there will
be a special legislative meeting of
, the faculty to vote on a general
' orgnaization of the curriculum.
Students, are urged to direct
their opinions concerning' these
changes to Carol Rowan, ESen
McKnight, or to any other EAC
member. u
'
- Possible Calendar 1979-'

-

10-1- 2

Verbal Skills in English
v
(comparable to Basic Composi-- ' courses worth
tion), an Introduction to the
It should be stressed that this is

.Term I .
Classes

v

V;"--

,

.

AprU 8

Resume,

'

Reading
and '.
Exam
Days

--

T.

' Jan. 15 '
(Tues!)

(Tues.)

.

Classes
End

Dec. 14 V.
(Fri) to
V; Dec. 20
, (Thurs.)
;

.)

"

.

May 1
(Thurs.)

'May 2 (Fri.)
v
.'

to May 8
(Thurs.)

--

Critical Essays by Camus. Ms.

Kennedy

4

humanities,

African Studies,,

philosophy, intellectual history,
creative writing, sociology, and
psychology. While at, Wooster

"

:

has also written

numerous articles and book
reviews. She has given poetry
readings before groups. HeT major
interests include modem language
and . literature, black studies,

'

.

1

'

French, and Lyrical and

.

2

1

:

free-lanc- e,

."

-

-

.:

.

-

.

portable ' profession," is an she wiB participate si variety of
exciting opportunity for women French,' history, and Gterature
who are combining a career with courses. On Friday, May 5, Ms.
family responsibilities. Among her Kennedy wiS be guest speaker at
works are translations of Women's Table. For Wednesday,
Youthful Writings by 'Camus,1 . May 3. from 2.00 to 4:00 in Kauk
The .Negrirude Poets? An 125, she has prepared poetry
Anthology of Poetry translated ' reading centered around Western
from French, Clack Writer in and Negrkude (black French)

,

.

---

.

111

Reading
and
Exam
Days

26-(Sat-

Begin

Kil patrick during Winter Quarter
'
of 1978.
J.
Ellen Conroy Kennedy received
her training at Barnard and the
of Wisconsin. She has
had a distinguished career as a
writer and translator of modem
French and black French writers..
Speaking of translation,
Mr.
Kennedy writes: "Most people are
not aware that is it a
entrepreneurial ' pursuit in the
nether territory linking the worlds
of scholarship, creative writing,
and publishing. Nor are they
aware of the extent to which
literary translators at their noblest
are the highly skilled transmitters
of civilization." Ms. Kennedy
thinks that translation, which is

.

:H

,

Term
Classes

a week or more. The last
Visiting Fellow was Carrol
for

--

'.

Classes

March

.

;

:

Dec. 13
(Thurs.)

Nov. 21
,(Wed.)

Break

Conroy--Universi- ty

--

Classes
v End j

II

.

;--

;

Spring
Break

Ileppedys ;Visit sis Wilson Scholars

:

--

--

Sept. 41
(Tues)

--

Fail Term

Understanding." '
"' by Cynthia Keever
rationale
behind
The
Modes:
: r
of Knowing and Understanding" is V - During the week of May I,The
to go beyond the specialization of;' College of Wooster will be highly;
a major. A liberal ails education honored by the presence of two
implies " breadth and diversity;
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellows.
these requirements are meant to A trusbsr.3 and Wife team, Padrakf
guide the student in this process.
M. Kennedy and Oen
The proposed "Modes", include Kennedy are the most recent in a
courses in 7 different areas as series of four Woodrow Wilson.
.4.
r:; ;
'""..-- "
follows:'-'-. Visiting Fellows to come to our
- Historical Studies (1 course): a : campus
in , two years. ... The
follow-u- p
to Introduction to the " fellowships are administered by
Liberal Arts, this course could be - the Woodrow , Wilson National
drawn from any number of fields Foundation of Princeton, New
such as economics, "chemistry, or Jersey, with grants from the Lilly
philosophy. ' " ...
.
Endowment,
the Fleischmann
Foreign Language and Culture Foundation,"- - and '. several
(0-courses in foreign language corporations. This - innovative
or 3 culture courses in English): to program draws representatives
gain access to a foreign culture.
from business, industry, public
Natural Science and Math (2 affairs, and the professions and
courses in 2 different depart- - places them on college campuses
'.'

Nov. 26
(Mon.)

i..

Begin

.

Arts .. (comparable to
- Freshman Studies),
and various
J courses in "Modes of Knowing and
.

.

3

--

Liberal

:

Classes
Resume

Corrected

poets.
'

Padraic

M.

Kennedy

is the

president of the Columbia

Association which administers
Columbia, Maryland, one of the
finest planned "new towns" to be
built in the United States. A nonprofit corporation the Association
is the central institution in the
-- widely
acclaimed new city of
Columbia, Maryland and handles
continued on page 3
.

'
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'
have ' been exploring , places where : exit signs : were
different fire escape' methods for
missing should have new ones
Kenarden," says Ken PI usque Ilec A installed by now." Director of the
Dean of Students. , "It's my T Physical - Plant Edward Cerne
understanding that something
confirmed that new exits signs
regulations, the College should be done over the summer-w- ell have been installed, and that fire
"administration has taken steps to
have some kind of second , escapes will be installed before the
improve fire safety on campus.
exit from the third floor." Students
beginning of Fall Quarter.
Though the Wooster Fire currently living in third floor rooms
In small houses where students
Department still has not in Kenarden Hall have only one
do not have access to existing fire
conducted an official inspection of exit: down central, unenclosed
-- escapes, center rooms allowing
all college facilities, most violations
stairways within each loft area.
access will be unoccupied next
; In order to install a second exit .1 year. "We've asked students who
indicated in a January 13, 1978
system, windows will be removed ; have lived in those rooms' in the
WOOSTER VOICE article,
including failure to provide safe - and window spaces enlarged in the past to leave their doors unlocked,
access to exits, 'will- - soon' be center,' unoccupied rooms
but now well probably just make
corrected.
opposite the stairwells in the third ; those rooms into study lounges,"
floor lofts. ;. A ledge will be
'..
says PlusqueDec.
constructed outside each window, :
To provide the necessary
with a ladder that may be pulled . warning in case of fire, the College
g
out from a position flush with the has ', placed
side of the building. The ladder will devices in Kenarden Hall, Holden
New & Improved
ground onto a - ; Annex, Holden' main, and the
Administration?...'...",.. Pg2 extend down to the
"
"
V:
'' concrete pad. .
Reaction to New
small houses. Chief Edward F.
small
PlusqueBec,
Pg2
to
According
Calendar .1..
Schuch of the Wooster Fire ;
Jay Leone is Pierson's .,
I!"
houses will also be more fire proof ; Department,., after walking '
. Pg4 for next year's students. "I would ' through Holden and Kenarden last ;
-- .v.
Person .
it
(Women s Tennis Team Still
assume that fire escapes in small Christmas, suggested the
Dangerous fire traps, such as this one in Kenarden's third floor, will
Undefeated
.'. Pgll houses will be taken care of this purchasing of such devices.
soon disappear as new fire prevention measures are implemented.
summer. And as far as I know,

"

by Doug Pinkham P .:
Since last January, when the
WOOSTER VOICE revealed that
the College of Wooster was in
violation of several fire code

"We

:

:
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:

.

"

;
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;
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smoke-detectin-
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Collese Administration
In visible & Inaccessible
-

There is, on the outskirts of the
College of Wooster campus, a tiny
building known as
Galpin HaB. Legend has it that
within this building resides the
officials of the college. It is said that
everyone from the President to the
deans have offices there; .
non-descri-

pt

--

.

are

But .; some students

uncertain about the whereabouts
or even the existence of the
current "new- - and improved"

The past

administration.

administration to be sure, was not
particularly visible to the student
body. But with the Copeland
administration, we had hoped for a
change. Instead, we find that the
"new" Galpin HaD is suffering from
the same faults as the "okT-- a lack

of communication
inaccesskility

and an

to the average

student.

Since

the Inauguration,

President Copeland has made
only two public appearances and
given one lecture. (A general open
forum in the fall, an open forum on
Black admissions in the spring and
a .lecture as part of the Lost
Generation series.) Certainly a
President of a college is busy with '
various other duties, but surely he

has a responsibility

to be

student's viewpoint Similarly, new
administrators Baird and HoBiday
have appeared in only one or two
open forums and given one
convocation each. To gain an
appointment with an administrator (unless one is an advisee) takes
anywhere from five days to a
week, a problem which has
plagued VOICE staff members
who have requested reaction from
Galpin Hal It is rare, also to see an
administrator at a college event,
such as the recent Jerry Rubin
presentation. They rarely appear
in student dining rooms, do not
visif dorms, the library or Lowry
Center on a frequent basis. It
seems that the new administration
does not particularly wish to
interact with students on an
informal basis. (We must consider
that the situation may improve if
and when President Copeland
moves into the President's
House.)
It seems that the "hallowed"

.

halls

of

Galpin

Hall

Letters to the Editor

)

-

.......

.

.

-

.

'

i

.

:

Dear Editor: f 'W i
"i
Mveek break between Fall and
Savings for the school were also
These,, statements are in Winter quarters. By having only a discussed. It was stated that by
responselto a discussion between . three week break for Christmas closing the school in the month of
the students and a panel which and then returning to a , December we are saving the costs
included Dean Holliday, Dr. continuation of the same classes;
of heating the school during that
Borders, Carol Rowan, ' and many students wOl lose the much . - month. It was also stated that the
Sandra Kronitis. In this discussion,
needed working time. The worst month of the winter is
students were allowed to question .argument againstxjthis is that we January,' and. by, changing the .
the panel about the tenative will then have the month of May in - system we have the chance to
change from quarters, to which to work. But this may not '. close the school, if necessary, in
semesters here at the College of seem as equal a benefit. Many
January and then run through
Wooster. !
.
students can find jobs over Winter - May, But this still doesn't save
With the financial problems
break because of trie holidays;
much since we will be running the
alone, I believe that this new they may not be able to find jobs in
school for a longer period during
system either be rejected or a new May since many summer jobs do i winter than we presently do.
way of coping with the existing not begin until June and run until
The savings on the use of the
system be ' considered. : Many September. Maybe the' faculty
computer were mentioned,
students brought up the fact that a doesn't realize how hard it is for
because by changing the present
change from quarters to so.ne students to pay for this ; system to a semester system we
"
.;
Semesters will end the present six school. "'.
would only need to use the
computer, twice for registration
and grades. I admit that I have no
idea how much it costs to run. the
computer 3 times" a year' as
starting Sunday; I thank you all for put in. As a former treasurer of the compared with twice a year, but it
taxing tne time to snow your SGA, I know that this is not a would seem that other factors
interest in the future of the College particularly easy task. The work must be considered (such as the
of Wooster.
they did should be appreciated by. savings mentioned by not running
' all segments
New Fund Request System
of the student
: the school in the month of
This past Monday, the SGA
December).
Proposal
.,
tested for the first time its new
The Visitation Report is now ' Educational benefits for the
Fund . Request system. All very close to being a complete students were also mentioned. By
indications are that . it is an proposal Greg Hook, Jeff Kirk,
extending the time , for each
teaching period (from 10 weeks to
improvement over the old one. and the rest of the Visitation
For thefirst time, the SGA can Education Committee is at the 15) the students are suppose to
look at the funding for a whole present time writing the proposal ' benefit The classes will be
quarter, see who is applying, and They are also tabulating the recent rescheduled to fit this new system,
allocate the money as they see fit. student surveys, alumni surveys,
but the same amount of work must
At this time, I would like to and college surveys. The timetable ; ' still be put into a course sequence
thank Cindy Clark, Carol Surbey, has it being discussed by Campus as before. To make this more clear
and afl the members of the Council in two weeks, the first step let me give an example. ' For a
major or minor in mathematics a
Financial Affairs Committee for on its way to hopeful passage. ..
student needs 111, 112, and 113.
the many hours of hard work they
Now the proposal is that by
changing the present system a
student won't be as rushed in
these classes. But it takes a year to
TOO EARLY TO DETERMINE and Buildings.
complete
these classes in ' the
According
to
it
the
committee
is
.
KENT
SIGNIFICANCE OF
system
present
and thus must
too early to determine the event's v
STATE KILLINGS?
'
year
take
in
a
the
next system.
significance
history.'
American
in
(CPS) An Interior Department
This way the student will be doing
- The - committee also recomconsulting' committee recently
voted not to recommend the site mended , the National Parks the same amount of work in the
where four students were killed at Advisory Board consider making same amount of time with just the
known to the university that no spacing of the time changed. This
Kent State University in 1970 as a
undertakings
be initiated that - is not the case for all the possible
national historic landmark.
On May 4, 1970, student would further impair the May 4 majors here, but it is true for many
of them, since many must follow
, ;
demonstrators faced Ohio '.site.-.these sequences to fulfill a degree.
The committee's recommendaNational Guards. The Guards
'
If
the faculty is worried about the
will
be reviewed by the
opened fire on the students killing tion
pressure
a student is under, they
'
Historic
Committee,
Areas
which
year
students
four. Last
converged on the site again, this will forward its recommendation should realize that the student wiD
be under the same pressure
time protesting the building of a to the Interior Department
gym where the four were killed.
Advisory Board scheduled to meet except that it will be spaced '
'''-'.':-;
:
', -- differently.
;
The principle reason for not in April. .
.
Many
feel
students
that they wOL
, Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus
recommending landmark status
way
in
benefit
from
no
a change in
will
final
decision
then make the
was the Interior Departments rule
the present system, for they came
concerning landmark status. .
prohibiting consideration of any
to this school because of the
Dr. Robert McCoy, presidential
event taking place within the past
50 years, according to Dr. James assistant said there should be no quarter system, the 6 week break,
Many students
and the work-loaHowland, chairperson of the problems for Kent State
Consulting Committee to the University in keeping with the ' are upset that they must miss
--

.

.

V

.

"

;

remain

.

inaccessible to ' the average
student We had hoped that this
administration would be more
public, but perceive that little has

--

--

t

"

:

.

--

--

changed.

T.D.

.

Calendar Unfa IlT'tO Students

"hallowed", hallowed and

accessible to campus needs from a

i

.

..

.

.

Petrella Observes Student Involvement
applying to one of these activities.
by Mike Petreua,
.The response from the student
President of SGA
body has been overwhelming. To
Several weeks ago I wrote in this date, 55 Judicial Board
column about how students could applications, 48 Faculty
become, involved with the Committee applications, 21
decision-makinbodies at the Trustee applications, and 7 Pot
College of Wooster. At that time, editor applications have been
the SGA began making students taken out. This is a tremendous
more aware of how to apply to increase over previous years. I
believe that is has shown to many
Judicial Board, Trustee people that the student body does
Committees, Faculty Commitcare about changes that are made
tees, and for Pot editorships. I here.
encouraged any student wanting
I would like to wish the best of
to make constructive changes at luck to all those applying. The
the College of Wooster to start by S.GA. will begin to review these
.

g
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LD. Program

i

'
i

--

--

i.

byKristene Felber

Last quarter Donna Lutes and
Dee Per ley - proposed that a
program of" Saturday morning

t-

volunteered

'

-

have

received

valuable experience; their reaction
to the program has been mixed

.

activities for Learning Disabled
Children be initiated ; at The.

"

'-

.

-

Starts

many wish they could meet every
Saturday.
V
College Students who have

-

however.

.

College of Wooster. ..They

Many were quite

enthusiastic about it and others
received an enthusiastic response "didn't quite know how to react to
from the students, approximately . , all that went on. One of the biggest "
40 volunteered their services and ; lessons learned was how hard it is
'
'
time, t - ' f
to fill an hour with activities. Many
. ;. Learning Disabled (LD)chfldren
LD children have short attention
It:
usually possess normal intelli- - . spans and activities have to be
:
'Ar'
gence but, for various reasons, are . : changing constantly for them.
unable to learn as well as their '
Dee Per ley has been "Very
peers. LD children whose main ' pleased with the reaction of the
V problem lies in the academic area
ccTege students." She believes
can participate in community
their reactions to the program
that
' athletic programs, church groups,
"defies the ' attitude that college
scouting and other group "students are complacent "and
activities but LD children who are apathetic." She hopes that the
socially immature' or physically v.. program will continue next year
V
inept are reluctant to do so. They . even though neither Donna Lutes
often learned from or herself will be at Wooster. She
. have
experience that involvement in t sees a program house as being one
such activities can result in means of keeping the program
embarrassment and defeat alive. Members could adopt the
The Saturday Morning Activity present activities and expand
Wayne County Home resident ponders an uncertain future as the Home faces a current financial
Program, provides these children
them. A swimming program for
.cnsiiL
with an opportunity to try out and : LD children would in all likelyhood
'
receive recognition for many
be a big success but would require
activities such as athletic events,
a lot of work. A tutoring service,
art projects., musically related ' especially for the Jr. High students
activities, hiking, talk sessions and would be more than welcome.
' People
role playing in a non threatening
interested in learning
- care of the elderly of the reduced. The superintendents of
theand receive recognition more about Learning Disabilities
situation
?
by Barb Bolton J
Home, Mr. and Mrs.
for their efforts.
are invited to attend two films on
The Wayne County Home for . community. These alternatives the County
will do their best
say
they
Barnes
1.)
Approximately 34 children have the subject. Early Recognition of
2.)
s
homes,
private
the
are
the elderly, located in WoosterKis
Foster Home Care Program, or 3.) to keep the County Home
been enrolled in the program and LD. and Adolescence and
running,
the 1978 budget cut all seem to be enjoying and Learning
Disabilities wQI be
On March .31 of this year, the J I having the elderly remain in their has madebut
this nearly impossible.' " benefiting from it. Becky Lane, a presented by
county commissioners; finalized own homes, receiving assistance if
the Wayne County
number of employees -- teacher at Lincoln Way Association for
Children with
their annual appropriations of ' ; necessary ? with f housekeeping - The
'
has
been
home
Elementary was instrumental in Learning Disabilities on May 2 in
functions from the Homemaker's "y working at the
funds for fiscal year 1978, slashing
reduced, and . the Barnes are enrolling many of the children. the Lean Lecture Room
of
$177,344.00 off of the County's "l Aid Program," and medical
- Home's budget.:.There
-'
Help-"
She, and other teachers, have Wtshart Hall. Anybody wishing to
were' 38T attention trornthe Home
' eliminating any expenditures
budget categories and the home '.'Agency. All of these alternatives . which aren't absolutely necessary, reported that the children have - participate in the program or to
' been extremely positive in their
the bills must be
find out more about it should
-- received the largest
The cost money, and
' the - individuals. yet they believe that there is little
by
programs.
.'.
pocketed
their
about
Dee Perky (ext. 489) or
contact
remarks
largest budget increase went to
'
who qualify for.,. that may be cut off of the home's They like the college students and Donr I iitn (ext. 4201.
-the .Domestic Relations'" and - Indigent persons
new residents
'
No
"
'
expenditures.
V
'
Medicaid
would
TniMrii1
of
Medicare
atfMirt afrvMnf an4 .
have been taken in at the home
sizeable- - amount of funds were " receive state or federal funds, but .
requirements
to meet these since, the budget cutback, and
appropriated :': to the - Justice the
home must be
1: qualifications are vague. Much of it
, applicants to the presently 121
Center, a new item which had
are
rejected.
There
is determined on an individual case
received no funding the previous
'
continued from page. 1
residents using the facilities, which
basis. - ' .
year.
: the delivery of services from public it develops ana maintains as
average
the
than
less
people
17
is
'
The County Home, which is well
In 1977 funds allocated to the
' "
transporation . and day care to permanent open space for parks,
leveL
..
County Home amounted to' T known for the fine care it provides f; occupancy community groups and
and pathways for
i recreation and support of the lakes,
Various
its residents, has been in operation
$677,372.51. The 1978 appro
community
use. The Association
visual
arts.
and
performing
funds
'
since 1852. - The older building "organizations are traising
priation was only ; $500,027.00.
manages
also
a wide range of
is
'
Association
Columbia
the
The
to
contribute
to
donations
?
Why such a severe
The C which now houses the office and and
commerical
businesses
recreation
Managed
with
the
County Home. The Barnes are unique.
county commissioners blame it on men's dorms was constructed in"
significant
whose
profits
are used
a
private
get
of
the
disciplines
to
to try their best
the. ".budget ?crunch''.and .: that year, while the hospital and going
year, corporation, its purposes ' to support the new city's public
this
through
Home
County
inflationary, agents. JThere just nurses sections were put up in the
service problems.
but are hoping that more funds will nonetheless are fundamentally"
After, serving two years in the
wasn't enough .' money to go 1930's. The" commissioners say
come through next year. For now, public service. The Columbia U.S. Army in Europe,
Kennedy
around. The commissioners chose that it . is' the least - of their
of
thousands
owns
future
the
Association
though, they realize that
to lay the brunt of the cutbacks on : intentions to cIcW the County ; of the Wayne County Home is acres of land in the new city which received a B.A. degree from
the .home because, as they see it, Home, but the fact remains that
continued on page 9
:
indefinite. : other alternatives are available for the budget has been severely
. .
.
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Cpuntv .omejck .Funds
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.
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Student Reacts to Faculty Calendar Decision

continued from page 2 ;

pace, but then life after college will Junior I.S. and thus do a better job - time to .arrange there college life
be at a fast pace (a fault of our way on their Senior IS. lean see this as "accordingly. I object to being hurt'
because they cannot afford to fly :" of life). If anything, the school is' a benefit, but I believe there are - by this change, and I will be hurt by
home . for short breaks. . Many "helping us prepare for life after too many short comings from the it; and so will many others.
"
' I
students - feel that the break college; isn't that part of what a rest of the system. v
see no reason why this school
'
between. '. Winter and ; Spring "liberal education' should give us?
I think
one of the major - would be in such a rush to change
quarters is very beneficial because ; More and better experience at concerns should be for '; the and thus hurt the sophomore class
it gives their jninds a rest from handling life after college? X;-- "
students that must go through this by doing so. If this change is for the
studies. AD these things must be ' V It was also mentioned that' by change. I fear the fact that my. better, I ask you to please
considered Jbefore the faculty r changing the present system "we courses and degree will be fixetT .vS
'
:. ,
votes.
'.y..vvS Yr
will be hurting the students who : to compensate for the change in "
lne faculty teeis mar iney can wish to go on either Urban Studies the system that will occur in my ;
benefit the , students '"more- - by or Wooster Abroad. With the senior year. I think that if a change
changing the present system, but . present system it seems to work is considered it should be done
can they? I know that the faculty out beautifully with 10 weeks away ' when the incoming class is aware"
must be considering itself, which I and students still having 2 more 10 ' of the change that will occur in :"
do not condemn; 1 realize the week periods left in which to take their senior year. If, last year, I had
pressure that must be' placed on courses or decide upon a major. 7been informed about this change, I " ' One of the
them between Winter and Spring
main concerns of the . would have kept it in mind when I, "lr
preparing
for
'faculty seems to be the Junior I.S. was deciding my courses and my ..
quarters in the rush
courses. But students must follow - time being too short. By changing major. Now" this years' freshmert
a fast pace too, and that's not to the semester system a student " 'class is aware that a. change is
necessarily bad. Sure, it is a fast will have more time in which to do "being considered and they have , r
-

.-

some- - holidays with, their families

f

"

.

-

s

1

"

'

"
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.

-

.
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,

--

.

;

--

.

"

remember that this sophomore
class will not all benefit. I feel that
the school owes us that much for
all we put in to it. I hope that the
faculty considers the feelings of
the students before they vote for a
change in policy. We would really
appreciate it if they'would.
"
Robin McDonald
:

.
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Jay

'south

representative of the Center! Her jon Lenin's Secret Police.
by Mark Pierson : ::
One of the . most dedicated theme was "No Longer Victims; V. Jay has done work with the
Sierra Club
was also a
proponents of feminism on the. .; The Case for the Fmin;ct member of "y-t'--and
; Perspective.
iWllv
"My
purpose
was to
Wooster campus is Senior Jay
"Rock climbing us physically .
town.
1
stimulate?
people
to
Leone. Although there are many
'
challenging as . well as being
1
C
who misunderstand the. feminist generally got-- positive response,
psychologically challenging."' A$ a "
I
glad
but
was.
to
see
that
some
'movement, those who attended r
v.
corollary
of these interests, Jay
got angry, for they showed V
Jay's convocation this year will
that they were thinking.".
' r ' wants to live somewhere in the
remember the
She has lived in Myers House, mountains when she graduates
rationality, and emotion, of her
- ;
from Wooster.
Douglass Hall, and is presently
".:
speech. V
future-plan- s
'
living
Her
in
Babcock
are;' very
International
c
Jay has been committed to
working in the women's resource . .House "My living environments r socially" oriented. "I want to ckT
center since she arrived, at . have been an education for me in ; some kind C of - political work
Wooster. "The "Women's" themselves. From them I have concerning women, such as"
learned a lot about interpersonal working with Women's Political
Resource Center addresses-concerns- . living."
' Caucus in Washington, D.C or" '
I am an advocate of co-e'
which have been
neglected at Wooster. We are Eving because it gives men and; with Planned Parenthood.- I'd
women
eventually
like
an
to
opportunity
run
a home for ,
to know
trying to- address those needs
juvenile
each
I
delinquent
other
girls
and
wish
there
and have a :
were
through such activities as
dorms on campus. I t wilderness program for them. I'd
Women's Career Day. The Center more co-eto do some more researching
is a political organization, since ',- see a need for supportive living
feminism is a political philosophy.'' environments because the general f of Women's history , -and perhaps
-Women's studies have ' been v attitude of students is one of even write a book."
Cambridge High School in New
'very important to Jay during her intolerence for anyone who
York is Jay's alma mater. She ;
four years here at wooster. I ' deviates from the status quo or the
;
'.
norm."
.
decided to come to Wooster -;'
"Women
wrote my Senior I.S. on
.f'
she heard it was a good '
In Medicine, in which I looked at , Originally intending to be a. because
school
academically
Russian
Cultural
":
and "also
Area
Studies
- the
history of the medical
because she wanted to get" out of
profession , and the struggles major. Jay later decided to
the East 1 went out and sought
women had in breaking into the become a History major. T like
"Russian
V for
myself an educational
history
it
because
is
during
so.
profession
the nineteenth
experience, not only in the "
century. It was important to learn different from American Histdryl
- America is socially
classroom, but I tried to learn as
Senior Jay Leone, one of Wooster'smost dedicatedfeminists,Uan that they achieved together, and While
much as I could from' lectures,
repressed
politically
and
-.
free,
of
strong
an
act
it
was
a
'that
active leader in women's issues on campus.
discussions,
Russia
politically
and talks. I found it
is
repressed
and , l
organized movement of women.
just
in my lap. I want
land
doesn't
. I
socially
free.
am
especially
joint
was
Jay's
a
Convocation
jr.
to continue learning, thinking, and
effort with the Women's Resource interested in the Russian
growing." ' .
Center, and she spoke as a Revolution and did my Junior I.S.
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Students Aid Elderly

"Adopt-a-Grandfather-

t,

by David Hagelin

one-to-on-

.

give-and-ta-

ke

eir

or at

'
least severely deficient.
A couple of motivated College
of Woo students, (namely Barb
Bolton and Rocky . Parsons),
recognizing this need. Have taken
steps to form a group which would
regularly visit the elderly male
residents of a facility in the area.

objective is to establish a long-tere
.
involvement on a
basis- - with these people. It is
expected to be a mutual
experience, for the elderly
love and.
have a lot to offer-thfriendship as well as personal
insights into what life is all about
m

satisfactorily provided for, but
usually the people receive very
little individual attention. The
facilities just don't have the money
to employ enough staff to be able
to do (his. Social fives for many
non-existen-

".

The group's',

Their physical needs are

residents are

eist Scene for "Eridgam

The students have affectionately
dubbed their program

There are many elderly people
in the Wooster area who are
residents of local old age facilities.

-

There w31 be a meeting on
Wednesday, May 3, at 4 p.m. in the
Lowry Center Pit Students who
think they would like to contribute
something, "are welcome to join
and help the program get off the '
(

.

--

;

ground.

Westminister Notes
Alan Heck

There will be a pothick dinner

Sunday, May 7 with special guest

speaker John Mdntyre. Professor
Mdntyre is from New College in
Scotland and is currently teaching
at Princeton U. His topic will be
. "What the Spirit Is Saying to the
Church Today". The meal begins
at 5:30 in Mackey HaD in the
Church House. Come bring a
friend and an appetite!
The agape scheduled for this
--

Sunday has been cancelled
because there is not enough room
for such a community group
-

dinner.

Site Disputedpage

1
continued from
recommendation that no' further'
changes be made on the site. The
landmark area does not include '
the Memorial Gym annex which
was the center of protests last
--

year.- -

-

-

"Endgame," a

tragicomedy by Samuel Beckett,
will be performed in Zeitgeist on
Saturday, April 29, and Monday,
May 1, at 8:00 p.m. A 3:00 matinee
performance will be given Sunday,
"
April 30. Admission is $1.00.
r

Senior speech major Robert

Coffey is directing the production,
which is presented by the English
Society, Sigma Omega Psi. Actors
include Chris Henley, who plays

..'

--

--

;

.

.

"

;

--

.

"

'

-

--
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PIRG Fights WpoBrnMuexacy

After attending the first open
forum en masse, PIRG went on to
tackling some of their objectives
after they had expressed them in
public They did become actively

' Rob went on to explain some of
by Amy McMahon
st
his personal feelings in relation to
In the fall of 1977 the
Relations Group came" PIRG. Concerning the policies of
together with a common purpose the bureaucracy, Rob states, "We
saw a lot of decision makers being
in mind Sharing many of the same
very political and very defensive,
feelings- - about ,. the College of
Wooster's function as an ' and not willing to take criticism."
education system, PIRG sought a As a democratic community, he
felt that the College needed to be
way to implement some purposes
open ? to change and . to' the'
which they felt the college should
be performing, but was not Rob criticism which would bring about
Hoffman, a spokesman for the
change. ..The group was
group expressed, "We weren't an, particularly interested in the
College's Black Admissions
activist group. We were receptive
to people's problems and wanted policies, the indirect involvement
Wooster had in South Africa, and
to serve as a
for the
Public-Intere-

go-betwe-

bureaucracy."

involved with the Black

Admissions procedures, and -made attempts at organizing an"
opposition to Wooster financial
. involvement in South Africa. Since
many of its members are seniors,
however, the groups future
effectiveness r depends on - the
enrollment and interest needed

'

.

.

en

and the

...

.

;

other human

policies.

relations-base- d
;

.

w

,

.

"

from underclassmen.; i A final
meeting is planned for this quarter
and w
be announced.' in

"

people's problems

-

a

99

i. .....
'the. part of Hamm, blind man play.-""
confined to a wheelchair; George . Beckett, a contemporary Irish
Foley as Clov.'Hamm's servant; playwright who
has been strongly
and Aldon Hynes as Nagg, infuenced by James Joyce and has
".'
. Hamm's father.,
been awarded a Nobel Prize, now
t The play concerns a small group resides in France.
He has written
C of persons who are waiting for the novels
well as plays, some of his
as
arrive.
world
to
end of the
ThematkaHy the play resembles more notable works being Malioy,
Murphy and The Unnameable.
Beckett's "Waiting for Godot,"
though Coffey has taken a more , "Endgame" was first performed
-- '
in 1957.
. humorQus approach in directing it
with
either
usually
assumed
is
than
"', .7
'i
--

3.

t

one-ac-

.

'....'

"

Potpourri

'

v

V

.

t.

WCWS Plans ysiVied-- Br6;ad
r

"
The Metropolitan Opera season
is over, but the devotees of

;

.
-

V

WCWS Saturday afternoon
opera need have no fear. The
station has obtained a series of
seven tapes , of opening night
performances - of the Chicago
Lyric Opera, enough to last till the
end of the quarter. General
Manager. Ken Myers was quite

saying that , tne tapes are oi
"excellent recording quality". The series will begin in coming
weeks by Mozart's Idomeneo,
Britten's Peter Grimes, Gluck's
Orfeo ed Eridice, Puccini's
Manon Lescaut,. Rossini's II

This Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, a special series of public
service programming , will be
p.m.
presented from .8:00-9:0Called "Can the Market Survive
an Ethic?", it consists of three
parts: "Ethical and Economic
'
Barbiere de Seviglia, and Consequences of Regulation in
'Wagner's Die Meistersiner von ,the Marketplace", Ethics,
Nurnberg.
Financial Trust, and the Market", '

tMIMM.V.VltllIHIttltHIMtM,..i

t

.

0

and "The Questions We
Systems";

Economic

it

Ask- -

of

is

a

production of the University of

Chicago. .
' According to Myers, WCWS
has great plans for this quarter.
Recent convocations have been .
taped for rebroadcast at a later
time. Chief Engineer Jeff Close
has designed a new sound board
.

;

.

as . his senior ..
independent study project, and it
Studio

for

B

should be operational in May. Also
celebrate its
birthday week.. While planning is
not -- yet in the" final stages,
proposed activities include record
- trivia contests, ; and
.live broadcasts from various
places. ,orj
. r.
.

in May, WCWS wffl

give-away-

s,

xmm.

C.

'

- -

1
r
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Noted Pianist Appears

Scholars

'

by Lisa Vkkery -a noted American

-

concert the " Sunday is varied,
i
including Haydn's Sonata in A
Major and Debussy's Estamps,
guest appearance at the College of along with two modern pieces. Of
Wooster this Sunday, April 30th. the two modern numbers, both
"
His solo concert performance in composed in the 1970's, one was
mkuaw
ai o.w p.m. 15 written by Charles Eakin
composing the photograph.
by Richard Colburn
being sponsored by the Music. specifically for the pianist
.
Colburn, after obtaining his
Sunday the 30th, after the
Do you know what's happening B.A. from Western Washington
entire campus and community
concert, students and general ' at Severance Art
Gallery? On University, received his MAP
free of charge. Mr. Burge was
public alike are invited to attend a
.i
display from now until May 5th is from the University fo Minnesota.
:
il
f f j .
uriginauy scneamea 10 vis n ine
master class that will be given by photography by Richard Colburn. He is both a photographer
and a
i college last January 29th, but the Mr. Burge in Mackey Hall from The photographs are of American sculptor and began photography
blizzard
campus
halted
that
most
j
7:00 p.m. to .10:00 p.m. At this houses, documenting
years ago, with the main
Colburn's
t a.;
t L j.
.
acovnies
loroaae
class he will listen to and interest in neighborhoods and in ten
master
it..
influences
4 D
his work being
J u: I
comment upon the performances ' the house as a reflection of the Eugen Atget,onWalker
Evans, and '
.
and master's degrees at of several students of the college. attitudes
past
of
eras
as
and
a
.
Lee
Friendlander.
Currently
.
.a
t.a a viuii0uy .tIC The evening class will conclude
'. continued his music education, with a feature performance by Mr. symbol of its inhabitants. As part Colburn works as the exhibition
attaining his doctorate at the Burge. The master class, like the of a continuing series of designer at the Allen Art Museum
Eastman School of Music and then concert, is being free of charge to photographs of American houses, of Oberlin College.
Colburn's work reveals both a
Take some time from your day
continuing with additional studv at the members of the community
place
of
and
record
time
of
and
the
to
see this show-no- w
until May
the Cherubini - Conservatory of and the student body.
: J r. .
decisions
in
artist's
: :
aesthetic
5th.
i
piusK. ui iuuy. ivavtu ourge uegan
'
his teaching career at Whitman
"UCollege in Washington and then
..moved on to the University of
. voioraao.
ne b presently ine
'.'yy-.-.-chairman of the piano faculty at his

r

1

;

r David Burge,

Visit

.
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continued from page 3

Columbia University and a M.A. in

History

American

from the

University of Wisconsin. Kennedy
has ouflt his career on community
development, first as one of the
organizers of the Peace Corps,
and then as Director of VISTA.
In

his

Columbia

position,

Kennedy concentrates

made one of the program's goals
the recruiting of people from
poverty communities to serve as

VISTA volunteers. This involved
redefining the whole concept of
volunteerism, which had been a

:

m

i-

continued on page 9

-

.

..

'7
:

of Music

;

.

s-

"

'

.:';'

rog.

Brenner

--

-

;v

-.

extensive concert touring has
taken Mr. Burge across the entire v
United States several times as well .
as across the ocean to Europe. His .
appearances have been both alone
and as a feature artist with major
symphony orchestras; During one :
tra ir a rii!rnn Daihi Noun rritir
wrote, . ..
finaers flaunting accuracy.
- power - and
sensitivity, Burge x
proved himself to be one of the

CV Mm.

ft Thm.,

Tkort tm. 9: 10- 1: M, Vlmd.
PrMy .3f U t:M r.M.

mtt4
1 1

'

a

1

--

til 12 Hm,

Vooster, Ohio

6 E. Liberty St.

J

.

'-"-

;

.

His

-

contemporary music's most

"

DO-NOTHI-

"

worthy representatives.-; And another critic for the New
. f
York Post wrote, ...virtuosic . command of the
keyboard. He showed not only '
technical facility but a. personal
involvement in the musicT.." '".
in addition to tne artist s taient .
in performing both traditional and
contemporary muw;, ne , oiso
composes his own works. For four
years he held, the position of
chairman ; for , the American
Society of University composers.
With all of the touring, teaching,
.:

"

.

-

.-

v

lecturing,

recording

-

-.

.

.'The renetorie

few

.

i

Mr. Burae's

id

:

......

),

.......

;

:

::

1

'

v

.

'

j
t ,....

ak

'

!

Won't shrink out of size
,

Contemporary Keyboard
magazine.

k
M

and

composing that make David Burge
ine versatile musician ana music
scholar that he is, he still finds time
to .be a regular columnist, for

'-

.
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,

&
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DENIM
ALL COTTON !
ALL NATURAL!

-

'

NG

'

in

Resists wrinkling and puckering
Resists twisting in the leg
Gets softer sooner

Washes cleaner

Flair Travel
Consultants
34S E. BOWMAN

and it's all natural American cotton,
not 13 plastic (polyester) like some
jeans. After all, if it isn't pure cotton it
isn't really denim. We know that, so do
you. We won't sell you plastic pants.

SJ.

For Your
Convenlsncs
Just off iho Colics
Csmpus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
end Needs,
.

r

CALL
264-650- 5

on

developing ways to involve more
residents in the decision making
process. As Director pf VISTA, he

ED

.
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Isiternatidnal Weekend
as if saying deep down the heart;
The ' Italian intellegentia which sentenced Bhutto and his
life is dear, death but a , : , : estimates that at least . 115 comrades to death.' ;
Ahi Bhutto accepted the death
extremist organizations 94 of the
jj" darkness."
The last verse is very extremist left, and 21 of the sentence and the announcement.
Association v is - organizing ; its
second International Weekend";, ; characteristic of , the.- Greek's extremist right' "are the . key
- ':
"
on the 13th and 14th of May. c - . attitude . toward life -- and its operators.
- negation, death. It seems that the
- Certain statistics are character- The International Students from
soul of the Greek feels the beauty istic of the situation in Italy.
neighboring colleges will visit the
KIDNAPPINGS: In 1977, 76
College " of Wooster; and of life deeoer in his heart at
participate in the activitiesof those springtime and he just ignores the - kidnappings occured in 1976 there
' two days. The program includes a ' grim- prospect pf death at -were 48 and in 1975, 62. Most of
springtime by refusing to consider the - kidnapped in 1977 didiscussion on the "problems that
International Students face when it at aH Since everything in both sappeared. The Christian-Democra- t
they come to the US A." Games, nature and man is .reborn, he
leader Alto Moro is the
sports, ' slide shows of other chooses to think only of life. And thirteenth kidnapped victim of the
vcountries, and a disco dance, will Easter is just that for it symbolizes year.
the triumph of life over death.
i be open to the college students,
ATTACKS.-2,12- 8
TERRORISTIC
and to the Wooster Community. ;: NUCLEAR SUPPLIER
terroristic attacks ' took
' in 1977 stabbings and
The International Students wifl NATIONS AGREE ON
place
:
arrive on Saturday morning, and GUIDELINES
assassinations with the aid of
- the ISA. is looking for people who
Fifteen nations, including the Molotov Bombs and guns. In the
will be interested in hosting an
U.S. and Soviet Union that export passing year the records are 762
international student for the night . nuclear technology, have agreed attacks with 10 deaths. '
It is a unique occasion to meet and on a code of safeguards to insure .
BOMBS: More than 2,000
host an International Student that their exports would hot be ' bombs have been explorded in
Everyone
who is interested used for military purposes. The' 1977. This year 642 were used in 4
:
contact Rose Marie Sarfaty (ext. supplier ' nations simultaneously months. 342, box 2653) or Alkis
submitted their joint sales : GALLOWS FOR ZLFIGAR AU
-- Papademetriou (ext 331,' box ' guidelines"
to the International BHUTTO IN PAKISTAN.
2446) or sign up at Babcock's T Atomic Energy Agency in Vienn
The decision of the Pakistan
..
"
I in January. It is not a formal
:
front desk. - ;
;
Court-marti,
to execute the ex- -'
'
agreement but', unanimous President - AG Bhutto provoked
. GREEK EASTER
consent of the parties is required disturbances within the country
.':' This ' year the? Orthodox
Christians' Easter is on April 30th. I : for any changes.
and protests'' from' the foreign
',. countries.
WAGE VICTORY FOR
It is the greatest annual holiday
The President - of Pakistan,
.
s while Christmas is undoubtedly ,." BRITAIN'S LABOR
GOVERNMENT
greatest
over threw
Zia
Mhammad
Christians'
Western
the
L religious holiday. Easter,Avriich.the; r The British council of Bhutto with a coop deta on July of
martial law in
Greeks call "Lambri" stands for . mineworkers' have accepted its 1977. He
the
?: the resurrection of Christ and the; negotiating 'team's decision to Pakistan, and ' dissolved
rebirth of nature (the corning of drop a claim for a 90 percent pay ' National and State Assemblies,
spring), r This doubly joyous .A increase and to settle for a figure banned all Political Parties while
within the government's '10 the Chief Justices of the four
holiday has always held a special
place in the hearts of the Greek ' percent guidelines. The mining states replaced the governors.
.who go out. of their way : to agreement means Britain is within ' Zia also tried to neutralize his
:' celebrate
it with boundless ' sight of its goal to bring inflation enemy, Bhutto and he organized
down to single figures (below 10 his trial last September, accusing
enthusiasm. - - . ; hum of political assassination. The
.;.
To appreciate ". the full '4 percent), v .
supreme Court of Pakistan which
of Easter to' the TERRORISM IN ITALY
- significance
Greeks, one should,, take into ! Wretched with big financial,- - tried Bhutto and four comrades .
consideration the majesty and social and political problems, Italy found them innocent.
breath-takinZia, as a usual dictator,
beauty of spring in has been trapped in toneless
' Greece. Even a cursory glance at "terrorism and the rich live with fear dissolved the Supreme Court and
j: r
;
replaced it with the
the Greek folk songs will suffice to from kidnappers.
show that when the popular
; troubadour sings the beauty of
; nature in Greece he sings that of
.1 springtime. As a greek poet has
:

by AQus Papademetriou

.

INTERNATIONAL WEEKEND"
The - International ' Students

:

:

.

'

--

--

.

13-1- 4

that he would die by hanging. After
the decision the people of Pakistan
marched proclaiming against the
military dictatorship.

.
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Court-Marti-
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succinctly written:
. i Now it is April and time of joy,
now it is springtime;
:
Y
the nightingales sing,
padridges,
the
the
' '
cuckoo birds ,
; ' ' sing up high in the mountains.
"
Besides folk poets, other Greek
poets, too, sang Easter and spring
-

'.

?

.

.

.and

V

--

.

ST-R-E-T-C--

.

I Rider Jeans

together as these two joyous
V events Christ's Resurrection and
nature's rebirth-- were inseparable. '
D. Solomos' poem on the Greek
Easter called Lampros is a moving
beauty
, attempt to see nature's
through Christ's Resurrection: ry
. "Dawn's breezy last star
.,-- ' : presaged a shiny and bright .:
day;
there was no sign of either cloud
if

$14.98

--

"

IME

.

-''"."-

vv"1' Z
and from there the wind blew

,

.

.

$2.00 each

'.---Y"--.-

-

or fog
lazily

;'

;

-

7 and sweetly touching the face
softly

.-

-

,r:'; ."'

BEALLAVE
Nor

24 Hour
Dry

tn of th

Coin-O- p

Coll9)

c

':

Laundry

Cleaning 8 4:15'

fabric for saddlebroke
:omfort. Boot cut for perfect fit. Made of 78
:ottorV22 nylon. Blue denim.
R-E-T-C-H

-T--

hard shell hats in
Woostcr's black & gold
I v

;
v

ECON-O-WAS- H

- (Jot

.

H

o

;

.

:

Men's Store - Main Floor

Florence O. Wilson
Bookstore
(IIIK III

,

It Pays to EuyOuciity

I

i
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technological breakthroughs for - representing $100 billion annually.
photovoltaics, a process which t: "It's difficult - to believe that
converts sunlight directly into reducing . our dependence on
electricity. Industry sources foreign oil is the 'moral equivalent
predict that, with mass of war when our energy budget
production, these cells could be on cuts . funds for - solar energy,"
the market by early 1980. But the points out Congressman Tim
government photovoltaics budget Wirth
"The Nuclear
was just decreased by $400,000. ; Regulatory Commission spends '
Solar advocates cite the US goal more., money: just regulating
of energy
and point ' nuclear power than the DOW has
but that since the Arab Oil earmarked for solar energy in this
Embargo of 1973, imports now year's budget, and the
comprise half of US petroleum Department of Transportation
supplies, jumping from six to nine spends almost as many federal
billion barrels daily. By 1985, dollars subsidizing the construc-,- .
according to DOE deputy, tion and operation of airports as

The Carter Administration has
reduced its commitirtent to solar
energy - by approximately $11
million for the next fiscal yean
Although the Department of
Energy (DOE) total budget
request was increased by 22
percent to $12.6 billion, the total
solar request of '$373.58 million
represents only three percent of
the total DOE budget, down from
four percent last year.' Specific'
reduction in solar heating arid
cooling totaled $20.5 mfllion-a- n
ironic slash coming before the

i

'J

Congressionally-approve-

Russell and Irene Johnson will be the guest speakers at the fireside
"Human Rights in Asia a Fading Reali ry Monday, May 1, at 8 p.m.
in Babcock International House. They are here through the
courtesy of the American Friends Service Committee.

Get

Mir

five-ye-

d

:

-

.

;

(D-Col-

self-sufficien-

cy

:

ar

demonstration period- for
solar heating " and cooling has
expired. Last year saw major
-

12 million DOE : spends on all energy
secretary John
barrels wiO be imported daily,. technologies put together."
Studies by the : Scientists'
OT-ear-

y,

-

Wooster Receives Datsun Travel Guide
the Fourth Annual Datsun

The Datsun Student Travel

Guide, now in its fifth year of
publication, contains information,
accounts and ideas for
student travelers.
One million copies of the 64--.'
page magazine will be distributed
around the country from late
March through May. Local
sponsors distribute copies free to
d
'students on a

award-winnin-

first-han- d

first-plac-

The himls

g

graphy Competition.

.

,

.

"

on-the-ro-

-.-

-

WISDOM SPEAK

nasi idea of good ia that- h coasists ia mi
- -1 I
T
I'
a Injury, hla sn ilia asvsloneiaul.
--

1

It

im

in

Dr. Aibart Schweitzer
ABORTION FACTS
The fact that a hrtus grand on the ihcnti far Urn
cWt
aadependeatly duesn t ansafy its existence mm a haan
A diibeiic arhoaV depeudeat mm irawiaa. bat that rWn'l
Bernard Nathamoa, M. D.
St. Luke's Women's Hospital. New York

aJ

less-travel- ed

Anyone who performs

a therapeutic abortion la either Isjimaat of
airthBdi or is iinii eane to take ts
R.

J. HeHerman.

ad

v

an lae. ia
I

.

.

.T

,'.

.

.

;

'

.

.

.

labor-intensi- ve

Sun Day Arouses Energy ivarehessthe

M.D.

Tufts University, Boston
United States Hoaae or Representatives
WAYNE COUNTt' RIGHT
9
Boa 835. Wooster. Ohio
or cal
EMPAC Entereency Pi tenancy Aid
FREE Preenancy HOTLINE 1400.4-721-1
-- TO-LIFE

24-528-

by Med McNamar

1-419--

1372

p-- m.

Shop at ANNATS

Department Stpre
Serving Wooster
and Wayne County
Since 1879

for more funds for solar

.

Wednesday,
May 3 celebration of solar energy
potential-i- s
about to dawn in all
fifty states, as thousands of people
plan a variety of innovative
activities.' Several countries,
including Belgium, India, Japan,
England, Canada and Australia,
also plan solar and clean energy
awareness events.
Sun Day marks solar power as a
consideration whose time has
come. After years of debate on the
"energy crisis?, experts only agree
that it is cheap energy which is
scarce. Solar advocates capitalize
on increasing popular interest, and
have now reached the point where
they can face oil, coal and nuclear
proponents with their homework
well done, and numerous practical
applications to point out.
Coordinators of Sun Day hope ;
their public awareness and
educational campaign wiO initiate a
broadly-baseconcentrated push
(CPS)-S- un

Shop Hon. thru Thurs. and Saturday 9:30 to 5:30
FRIDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9:00

development
Dennis. Hayes,
chairman of Sun Day and a senior

Day-t- he

--

.

d,

Four Floors of
Men's, Women's and Children's
Apparel and Home Furnishings
COLD

Boor and Wino

:

.researcher for Worldwatch

Institute, says solar energy is

technically feasible and

economically sound right now.
"To begin the transition to a solar
age, we need only an educated
market and an organized political
consituency. Sun Day will help
provide-both,concludes Hayes,
"
who originated Earth Day eight
"
,
years ago.
"Sun Day provides a new
glimmer of hope and optimism
after a period'" of diminishing
expectations," observes Peter
Hamik,
of Sun
Day activities. . "Whereas Earth
Day awakened us to a whole set of
environmental problems that had
been ignored for decades, Sun
Day will celebrate positive,
attainable solutions." .
Harnik believes the various
types of events planned for Sun
--

,

-

.

'

co-coordinat- or

DIIMO'S
DRIVE THRU

Day are indicative of
decentralized nature of solar
power. Harnik says that ' while
Earth. Day was primarily an '
project, the
environmentalist
broad appeal and acce&ability of.
solar technology is illustrated by
new coalitions between workers,
community activists, low income

groups, church groups, farmers,
labor unions, consumer groups
and small business people in
addition to environmentalists.
"Solar Action, Inc. is sponsoring
Sun Day, and is meant to serve as
a clearing house of information
and ideas for that purpose," says

'

Carryout

11 00 a m II 00 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday
- Fridoy and Soturdoy
II OOom l OOom.
r
Wooster
To leove Your Cor

-

to continue the job at hand."

Solar Action is funded through
donations, averaging $500, from
churches, foundations, unions and
the like. A direct mail solicitation
for smaller, individual contributions is also underway.
Cadillac Mountain in Maine,
where sunlight first touches the

continued on page 9
THE

--

429

E

liberty

Nri

'

Ph.

t-

-

262-044- 4

.

Richard Munson.
"That's its sole purpose. We don't
intend to create a new group, but
hope Sun Day will catalyze
existing groups so that they will
then band together to hire
lobbyists, researchers and the like .
co-coordinat- or

"

"

PIZZA'
All Mad Hor

Chompagno
Soft Drinks and Ico

irood Merchandise Our Bustassr Ajuh Vieajure Sine 1879
Public Squsra. Wooster,. Ohio

.

,

.

:

for Public Information

(SIPI) found that presently
consumers and industry "each use
about 37 percent of the energy .,
supply. In 1985, consumption by
industry will be 68 percent and
consumers wiO use 20 percent if '
the Carter energy plan is
instituted. SIPI also found that
under Carter' plan, future energy
demands would be met by an 84
percent increase in suppIies-5- 0
percent coal and 23 percent
nuclear. '. Projections by the
"environmental candidate" call for
only 16 percent of the demand be
met through conservation. .. Meanwhile, more than 700
companies involved with, solar
manufacturing and installation are
watching sales climb as each
technological breakthrough brings
solar costs to the coiisumerctown.
A recent study by the California ..
Public " Policy b Center " demon- - r
nature
strates the
of solar energy. According to the
study, feasible use of solar power
for space and water heating and . :
'
continued on page 9
.

:

student travel experiences. A
former winner of the writing
contest reflects on traveling

"
"
" '
destroyssf, him, iineij

student-"Sou- th

insider tips for exploring the city. Paradise."
.;
Other articles, examine some
Another such article is "TripTips:
A Student Travel Planner" which unusual approaches to travel:
suggests the best and cheapest "Ghost Encounters: Great Spirits
ways to budget for traveling, cut Stalk These Haunted Homes,"
Costs on transportation ' and "Roadside Eateries Coast to
Dining Even
lodging, and handle
Coast: Down-Hom- e
emergencies.
Mother Couldn't Match," and
"Summer Comes to Ski Country:
A special section on America's
back country, the "Call of the Working Vacations in the
Wilderness
Catalog," contains Rockies." Also included is the
ideas, news and sources for both perennial favorite, "Radioland," a
the novice and the seasoned collection of popular radio stations
Jwilderness .explorer. There's coast to coast.
information on hiking gearrack-countr-y . America: The Datsun
schools, a new crossStudent - Travel Guide is
country trail system and many sponsored nationally by Nissan
Motor Corporation in U.SA. and
other items of interest. ;.
is published by.13-3- 0 Corporation,
Several articles focus on
places that are . now Knoxville, Tennessee.

Other articles mirror the

.

surprisingly

in "King Me:

Whupped at Checkers in a
Country Store and Other
Shunpiking Experiences." A
"Poor Student's Guide "to
BostonCambridge" provides

.

first-serve-

first-com- e,

basis.
A large part of America is made
up of student contributions. A
e
winner of
story by the

college vacation

Institute

accessible " to the
of the Border,
Down Mexico 1: Exploring the
Baja Highway"; "Foggy Mountain
Backroads: A Journey Through
Today's Appalachia"; and "Island
America: Retreat to a Primitive

America's backroads during a

.

Student Writing Contest, "Night
Riders in Navajo Country," is
featured, and advertising includes
ads created by
the
entrants in the national student
advertising contest. "Amercia's
of
Second Annual Collection
Places"- describes
Memorable
favorite American spots suggested
by readers, while a photo essay
presents top winners in the
DatsunNikon Travel Photo-

o.)

.

.

- The College of Wooster is one
of 230 around the nation to receive
a free travel magazine. America:

..

O fn .the Collate Hills

SHOP

Shoppina Canter

Phone:

262-884- 6
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Woodrow Wilson Fellows Make WoosterjVisit
Douglass

continued from page 5
white

Another Fireside

present at the Social Science
Table. Kennedy is the speaker for
the convocation Wednesday at
10:00 a.m. in Mateer Auditorium.

is

;

scheduled with him for;

preserve,
Kennedy recalls. "By the time I left Wednesday night in Babcock at
VISTA m 1969, 20 per cent of the 9:00. Thursday, May 4, he will be
volunteers were recruited directly
7 from poverty communities."
Despite . occasional setbacks,
. Kennedy
remains enthusiastic
- about the role of the Peace Corps v continued from page 8 .;,
and VISTA. Kennedy says that his US, is launching point for the day's
experiences have given him a deep promotion "of solar possibilities,
belief that the individual really can although many communities are
bring about social change. :
projects. One
planning week-lonJointly the Kennedys
will
creative suggestions
more
the
'of
I present a program- - upon , the
thus far involves a
middle-clas-

s

-

:

Both of the Kennedys have had
wide experiences
on college
campuses, and would be more
than willing to talk with students.

:

.

Lunch slots with either of them are
available. Interested individuals' or
groups wishing to schedule times
should contact Hayden Schillings,

Safe and Glean Energy Provided By The Sun
clothes line-t- he
soiar drver.

;

Solar energy includes indirect
tapping of the " sun through
windmills and falling water for
hydroelectric power, as well as
"bio mass conversion"obtaining
gas, heat and alcohol from organic
raw material: Use of wastes such
as corn stubble and manure
provide energy absorbed by
growing plants.
Society isjlrying to achieve a

g

"

coast-to-coa-

professional

.

st

family in Lowry
119 on Monday, May

1

Center room

1, from
to
On Monday
night at 9:00, Mr. Kennedy will
participate in a Fireside at
2.-0-0

-

4.-0-

0.

.

,-

--

three-wa-

ghltOff
(CPS)--Laught-

medicine
the old adage.
Now scientific studies have proven
that this is no old married person's
r- tale. ; ; ;
A series of studies at the
University of California at Santa
Barbara has ; demonstrated - "a
correlation between the number of
times a person laughs and .the
'--

goes

and cleanest source and the
nuclear breeder reactor as the
least safe. However, he sees the
breeder as the most likely to be
developed because of its; allegedly
ow base load energy cost".
Both Hirsch and Hayes call for
acceleration of solar research and
want government and private
agencies to provide 'additional
support for development. But
while Hirsch opts for breeders,
based on economic grounds,
Hayes points out that solar, wind
and biological energy sources
combined receive less than
the amount directly spent on
nuclear fission, and $200 million
-

'

-

--

'

.

: u
j n
by
studies
were
The
conducted
;
Professor of Sociology Thomas J.
Scheff, who has been invited to,
discuss them next month at
Harvard University's medical

school,- - reportsCUpsheefc.V:-

-

-

;

the UC

less than on breeder reactors
alone. He maintains the "major
ecomonic hurdles" that many say
limit solar implementation
at
present are essentially this stepchild attitude in funding solar
exploration.
The United Nations will host a
sunrise concert," possibly using
.

solar powered amplifiers. A.
"Sunrise solar spectacular" is
planned for Denver, and in San
Francisco, Old Uncle Gaylord's
Ice Cream Parlor will treat guests
to free Sun Day . sundaes. In
Chicago a huge solar greenhouse
will be dedicated as a vegetable
garden for inner-citresidents.
y

LET,THEv::;;.-"::-:;- ':

(SEMinRAL TRUCT

(COMPANYof WAYNE COUNTY
provide you with your 1978 edition of our
popular WISH DOOK
r ,'
--

one-fift- h

-

between

"The correlation

balance "weighing

y

safety, environmental effects and
costs of the projective energy
sources", says Dr. Robert Hirsch
of Exxon Corporation. Hirsch
identifies solar energy as the safest

is 'good

er

world's largest

laughter and reduction of tension,

'

saysScheff;

demonstrated
both on subjective measures, in
e
which a
check lisi
'
continued from page 8
was used, and objective measures,
.
in- which the heart rate was
cooling from 1981 to 1990 would
monitored. '
create 376, 815 new jobs annually.
Two groups were studied; one Stacked against this potential,;
viewing film comedy, and the other California's 1977 unemployment
listening to comedy tapes. Results rate could have been halved.
1
were the same for both.
Kathleen O'Reilly, director of
the Consumer Federation of
What could be more enjoyable
considers" solar
America,
than spending a Sunday in the technology and
Sun Day in
great outdoors? LCB Outdoor particular "an opportunity"-for
offering
to
a
chance
Recreation is
in
education
dynamic
consumer
go horseback riding this coming
technological'
where
area
an
Jump
into
April
30th.
Sundav.
have outpaced
your levis, tug on your Fryes, and advancements
awareness".
She cites a
consumer
"
come on along! :
r Interest
Public
Massachusetts
,
" The group will leave from Lowry I
survey indicating
Group
Research
Center at 7:30 A.M. At Bear Creek
believe their
they'll mount their trusty steeds that consumers
for solar
unsuitable
was
climate'
and spend the morning riding in energy. An Office of Technological
They'll
the fresh Ohio wilderness.
(OTA) study,
then return to campus at 1:00 P.M. Assessment
found
however,
the Boston area
join
only
to
$10.00
The cost is
solar
use. The OTA
for
ideal
in the fun. Sign up at Lowry front
- concludes
that federal
report
desk or contact Sue Kalajain for policy needs-tchanged to
be
V
details. .'
development of- encourage
JE

"--

was1

..

.-3-

.

"Sunday"

mood-adjectiv-

-

--

-

,

--

t

4

.

v

.

r

.'so-pottcftnot-

.

solar equipment.
One group of consumers,
residents of a New York City
tenement, has erected a windmill
on their roof to produce electricity
for hall lights. On windy days the

windmill produces enough

electricity to send power into Con
Edison's system and . make the
.building's electrical meter run

backwards.

and the equally
popular edition of our
1978 WORK BOOK

PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL

.

--

o

on-sit- e

WOOSTER FISH

Dp Sea Foods '.

.

'

;

-

.

featuring..'.
lobster

catfish'

.

.

'

,

SUNQLASSES
LENSES DUPUCATED
-

VJOniD-VID- E
--

shrimp
frog legs,

TRAVEL

turbot oysters

SERVICE

I

TAKES YOU

I

scallops
BBQ ribs

s

; restaurant';,
--

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION

-

and

"

-

--

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL --

PRESCRIPTIONS

TO HELP YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE,
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PI AN TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK" EASIER . . . EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT "TAX
A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
TIME"
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT, HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAIDr AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!

...

FILLED

RETAIL FRESH FISH

'

2S2-C33-

1

230 N. Buckeye

V

333 EAST LIBERTY
264-234- 4

ft

'

f and

M D (B HIT BANKING
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Golf l earn Oca

Sophomore Jack Pico, recorded a
77,
Freshman Scott
Eisentrout and Dan . Iceman

'

WOOSTER,
All
OHIO
season College of Wooster golf
I coach Bob Nye has been calling
himself the "eternal optimist' This
i weekend his young squad finally
showed whyk They placed third in
college division and seventh
the
I
, overall in the

78-15-

x

13-tea-

" :

I

i -

"-

-

"

'

field.

v

f
f

1

y

1

.;v;!-.-ir..r:v.:-

--

,-

-;

-.--

.,

72-14-

for fifth place individually.

6

--

--

--

:

--

9)

:

50-degr- ee

ms

".-proble-

"

;

.

"

- Ohio State claimed that overall
victory with a 733 and host
Bowling Green (744) was second.
Wright State University (758) and
; Ohio Wesleyan (775) claimed first
and second ahead of the Scots in
the college division. Ohio State's
Mitch Camp of Orrville shot a 74,'
I

'

.

82-16-

.

.y

.

'.

9

81-16- 6)

::

'

-

8

and 82,
totalsT
;
Senior Spencer Botzum (85,
.
- and
sophomore c Andy five. f ',:
Stewart (87,
followed- ; Pico bogeyed three of the last"
- The team battled off the effects'
four holes and still shot a fine 78
of wind and light snow on Friday -- the second day. Eisentrout fought
and were rewarded with sunny off four, penalty-stroke- s
for his
:
skies,
temperatures and - second , day 78. ; And similar i
light breezes the next day.
ran through the rest of
"Saturday was the best playing the Bneup. ;
.
- day we've had this season," coach think the biggest thing this
".1
Nye said, "and this is a course that i: tournament did," said
coach Nye,
can be scored J on in good "was convince us that the. things
- v .Vrv.'; we were working
weather.''
onin practice are "
"
' - witht"
Yet
;
even
-r
their
best
.
worthwhile and that we really can :
performance of the , season put good scores on the board"
Wooster was not satisfied:
- The
Scots' next big challenge is
"We were respectable the first " this Saturday and Sunday in the
day with a 400," said Nye, "but it
Penn State Invitational
was real close to being a 390 or That field . includes - Colgate,
lower. Then Saturday we shot a ' Cornell, Pittsburgh, Navy, .v
decent 383, which was even closer Rutgers, --."Slippery .Rock and .
to being much better. I hate to talk Allegheny, a fourth-plac- e
division
if, if, if, but we really are getting
IH finisher last year, among its
close to some very fine golf."- - current Est of 19 entries. V:: . . - - 77-15-

"This is the best by far that,
we've done this year," said the
pleased coach. TVe played this
weekend like we ve been doing for
two weeks in practice. It was very
gratifying."

"M..

78-15-

How close? In many cases one
or two holes. For instance Botzum
shot an 81 the second day after
shanking a shot 60 yards from the
last green and ended up with a
seven on the hole instead of a par

--

5.

- followed with respective 80,

AD-Oh- io

nr

lilhe UrssvviiniQ

:

by Dave Koppenhaver

--

.

--

;'

-

;

"

.

;

V.

--

54-hoIe

'

.

--

.Wooster's 783 rtotal was
bolstered by senior captain Greg
Nye's blistering 76,;
total,
good for medalist honors in the
college division and tied lor second
place overall. It was young Nye's
inTri-Mc- et
second tournament victory of the
season.
-c
T' S.
by Jim Wilkin r . . .
: Tm really pleased that they're
- "That score the secorKl day was
CoIlege
of Wooster track ; both over- - 21- - feet," said Bean. '
The
probably the best, round of golf
They're really going to help us." scorewise (three under par) we've , team finked third in a three-tea: In other field events, sophomore Saturday
Wooster's
on
Carl
meet
4
long
Nye
'
while,
had in a
coach
: B. Munson track. Ohio Wesleyan - Ron Austin finished in a three-wa- y
Greg Nye earned medalist honors in the remarked. ."He gave the whole .': won 'the meet with 82 points; 'tie for fourth in the high jump 6-Senior
at
college division of last Saturday's
tournament. Photo by team a real shot in the arm." ; Mount Union, less several of its' 4: Sophomore - John ' Ferenchik
':ArTyi
powerful
was
she
one.
a
Dave Koppenhav- rv- top performers, was second with was third in the triple jump at 42-Sophomore Blake Moore had a "
third with ;
44 and the Scots were
'
day in the weight . events, ;. "
fine
;
.
43.
Oberlin-- . Perennial OAC first two doubles teams' fell in .;' The meet had been scheduled placing second in the discus with a : "
' powerhouses Kenyon, Ohio
straight sets as Andy Levinson
for Wesleyan's cinder track, but throw of 127-- 7 and fourth in the
by Michael FlanneDy
Sophomore Todd
was switched to Wooster's aS--, shot at
No one expected the College of Wesley an, Denison, and Oberlin ' Dave Wardlaw bowed to Oberlin
Wooster Scot tennis team to do made quick work of. the Scots. '', and Paul WafdlawTodd Drennan,; "" weather track because of heavy, Lamb contributed a third in the ' '
."J
'
-lost. to a powerful Kenyon duo. rain on Friday""";".
discus at 125-5- .
eventually won . the
anything spectacular in the talent Kenyon
.
:
FlanneDyAl
Mike
Lave
managed . Coach , Jim Bean hardly .
...
laden GLCA tournament. The tournament-play - opened': the' to capture the first set from Ohio expected his Scots to. .beat
Doubles
Scot didn't disappoint anyone as
Bill Reedy got
Senior
they dropped all nine first round tournament and it quickly spelled Wesleyan's third doubles team, - .Wesleyan or Mount, two of the off to a rough start in the three-mil;
in the third.
matches at the tournament held in disaster for the Scots. Wooster's .. but fell
Ohio Conference's finest, yet he 7
but finished second behind
Singles play went equally as bad , was pleased with '
Dofson with a fine
Mount's
the
team's
..for the Scots. Paul.. Wardlaw showing. "There were a number of 14:54.6, ' Joe
qualifying him for. the -unluckily drew Kenny Walker of encouraging signs which
show me ; conference championships.
BASEBALL vs Oberlin (2) away Sat. LApril 29; vs Heidelberg away -' Ohio Wesleyan in the first round. we're
- the
moving
right Sophomore John .CarwOe was .
in
Tues May 2.
Walker has not lost a match in four direction.'
'
fourth in 15:49.
'
'
MEN'S TENNIS vs Wittenberg away Sat April 29.
play.
years of OAC
Wardlaw
Scots'
The
"BiB had to start out chasing .
claimed
two
firsf
MEN'S LACROSSE vs Wooster Alumni Sat April 29, 2 p.m.; vs Ohio
became another statistic; but place finishes, by sophomore Jeff Dotson," said Bean. "He really ran :.
Ohio State at home Wed May 3, 4 p.m.'
managed
to capture two games in Kirk in the mile and by senior Slick Eke a clock and consequently ran a
.
GOLF at Perm State Invitational Sat & Sun, April 29 & 30; at Indiana ' the process.';
' " ,
...' .;. Wimberly m the 100.
;
;
- - Levinson,
Invitational in Indiana, Pa., Fri May 5.
McLane, Dave
Kirk's time of
qualified
' Kirk saf out the
e
so the x
MEN'S TRACK vs Wittenberg & Denison at home Sat, April 29, 1 p.m.
Wardlaw, and Al Lave were also him for the OAC4203
championship
could
was a- - -best
Scots
muster
the
vs. Muskingum away Tues May 2.
straight set victims in' the first meet. It was by far Jeffs best
by
place
freshman
fourth
John .
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs Capital & Wittenberg at Capital Sat April 29;
round. Only sixth singles player outdoor race this year,.' said Bean. ' ::. Metz in
-y Todd Drennan managed to extend . vs Kent away, Wed May 3. Wimberly. was" timed in 9.9, ); In the 440 yd dash senior Brian
his match to a third set before
WOMEN'S LACROSSE vs Oberfin at home Sat, April 29, 1 p.rru
while his second place time of 22.4 ; Volz ran a strong race in finishing
"
losing. '
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL vs Ashland (2) away Sat, Aprfl 29;
in the 220 yd dash qualified him for
in 52. The Scots failed to
'. vs Youngstown State arhome, Wed, May 3, 4 p.m, Freedlander Parity
:,
To add insult to injury, the Scots ; the conference meet in that event. r: second
m ..the 44Q intermediate
traveled to Oberlin Tuesday only - Wooster did not win a field score
'
hurdles, where Wesleyan swept all
'
a dual match. Oberlii won event, but picked up seconds in four
" '" "
svvwvwvvwvvwwwvwyw WWWWlfWWWWWWWW to lose
:
places."
;
;
.
as they swept the doubles and the pole vault and long jump. '
-- ,,.'
split the singles. :
'
..
-Senior Dermis Riesley was second
The meet proved that Bean has ''
' Winners for the Scots were In the pole vault with a 13-- 6 effort," finally found a high hurdler,
Bruce McLane (6-Mike missing first on the basis of more something which
the teani had Flannelly (64, f6. 64), and Todd misses. ' ..
'. .
5:
sorely
been
lacking
.
inthe first - --"
" Drennan (60,
vr
'i ':
three meets of the year.Preshman
' Freshman Brian Kelly was
r The loss snapped the Scots two
-Don Rice, after coming out for the
a
764 Pittsburgh
"
winning
match
record. Recent pleasant surprise - for': Bean,' team just one week ago,
finished' 'j
:
"wins over Muskingum - and finishing second in the long jump at third in 15i.J"It's fantastic,"
Avenue
said
Baldwin-Wallac- e
combined with
:
big"'-holFreshman
Tim
fifl
Jackson
Bean.
really
going
"He's
a
to
Big
with
Secret!
the
"The Pizza
. the Oberlin loss leave the Scots
was third with 21-- 4 in that event ,
. ;'
.
for
us.".
. record at
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage, '
and also finished third in the 100.
"Overall,
I'm encouraged,"'
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions - Bean, said. "Several people
showed they're starting to come .
Unbaked pizza to go
: V
into top form, so we're heading br
the right direction." J - ; :
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
-- The track team hosts a
against Wittenberg and Denison
VEDCOJ.IE TO WOOSTER I :
Saturday at
p.m.
,
; S. Market
j
!
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Scottie Tennis Team Still Rollins, Now
--

by Deb Berg
The Scottie Women's tennis
' team continued to mow down the;
opposition : last week as they
chalked up victories- - against
Kenyon and Otterbein.

The Scottie doubles teams
started off the match in fine form
with 1st doubles Ann Cleary and
Pam Hampton dumping Lammers
and Kelly. 84.
The freshman tandem of Nina
Gordon and Audi Wynn followed
victory. Loraine
suit with an
Wilder and Laurie Galloway at 3rd
doubles were disappointed with a

-

8-- 5

The strongest matches

8-- 4,

;

Wilder,

"

--

Last Thursday, .Wooster's

major menace seemed to be the '
weather. Forced to relocate to the
Chalomar Racquet Club, the
d
Scotties took -- a
Kenyon squad,
;
v
.
- Resorting to "pro sets" due to
lack of court space (the first to win
. 8 games wins) the Scotties turned
in what coach Sexton termed "our
most gratifying win so far",

5-- 4

8-- 1

8-- 4

6-- 0,

-

6-- 2.

6-- 2,

6-- 1,

6-- 2,

0

4-- 8

0-- 3

8-- 4.

'Fran

"

.

8-3- ..

5-- 0

6-- 1,

n
"J

.:

state.

6-- 1,

The first doubles pair of Ann,
Cleary and Pam Hampton played
win. while at third
to a 64.
doubles, Fran Kielbowicz came on
to replace Wilder and teamed with
.
Laurie Galloway for a
victory.
I:
A
XI:
- i cukjJ rtuui
wynn
ituia viuruuri
were defeated for the first time this
spring at second doubles,
6-- 4

,

3-- 6,

6-- 3,

--

6-- 1,

6-- 3.

--

7-- 6

v

6-- 3,

7-- 5

-

6-- 3.

6-- 2,

6-- 3,

6-- 7,

6-- 2

1--

6-- 2,

6,

ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
'

Safe and Gentle

it
MKlOn
r"l
AJ Clinic
I
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m

2

M

Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling

lowest Fees

12-- 0 win over the Marion Rugby Club on April 14th. The Rugby club now
" -: record. Photo by Dave Koppenhaver.

Rugby action in the team's

sports a

2--

1

Still Optimistic

Women's
;
-

--

'

by Brenda E. Luger

difference in scoring. Goals for
were-madby Mary Ann
Brown and Terry Walker, while
Jenny Harland scored her second
'"
goal of the day.

The Wooster Women's, "' Wooster

Lacrosse team played a double
header last Saturday, starting out
the day against Ohio Wesleyan
University and then facing
Earlham. Both games found
Wooster on - the losing side by
"
scores of 12-- and 15-In the first game Ohio
Wesleyan took over early and then
retained their lead throughout the
game. AD twelve of their scores
were made by only two of their
players. For Wooster, Beth S perry
and Mary Ann Brown scored, both
goals corning in the first half.
In the second, game, the
powerful Earlham team came on
strong in the first half to score
twelve aoals. Wooster was only
able to score once in the first half,
that score coming from Jenny
Harland. But the second half was a
2

'

e

The J.V. Lacrosse team met the

Ashland Varsity team on Monday
loss. The
to come out with a
game was tied
at the half, but
then Ashland took over in the
second half to score three more.
Lisa Mooar and Linda Buda
scored Wooster's two goals. Goal
Keeper, Tracey Hancock, finished
5-- 2

4.

2-- 2

;
;

different, game.

Wooster held Earlham to only
three goals while they scored three
thomsokes. Unfortunately. the
team was unable to make up the

The key to having money
tomorrow when you- need it is
to start saving today. We have
an acount to fit your pocket.
Stop in and see us today.

,

First

248 W. North Street

1812 Cleveland Road

--

f

262-5SS-

6

r:

178

totally different team.! Wooster is

an extremely young team,
' however,
competing against
seasoned teams. But, although
, their record isn't good at the
moment. Coach Moore says the
team is working hard together.
They are helping each other, and
their attitude is good. Ms. Moore is
still optimistic about a strong finish
to the season.

Grace's Wine
y"
SI Shoppe
J

0-536-6-

--

'
--

.

The Other Side
of the Mountain

Part II

-

-

'.--

AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect

the game with 7 saves.
In talking about her teams,
Cbach Kathy Moore said,' "We
have improved greatly. It's like, a

.

completely

Personalized and Confidential

:.:

l'-''-l-f

ffl Federal

264-78-

12

2-- 6,

The Scotties split the singles
matches, winning at the second,
fourth and sixth positions.
Hampton (number two) was
taken to three sets, but came
through
while Wynn
(number four) ana Kielbowicz
(number six) continued their
steady play, both winning in two
sets. Wynn and Kielbowicz are the
only remianing Scotties still
unbeaten in singles.
Wooster. , is now idle until
Saturday, when the Scotties travel
to Columbus for a triangular meet
with Capital and Wittenberg.
7-- 5,

6-- 0,

found herself in trouble, eventually
pulling out a
win in the second.
Gordon likewise had a tough
time in her match, but came out on
top of a
score.
Wynn, consistent as she has
been all season, faired well at 4th
singles, winning
Wilder
followed with an onoff
victory to wrap up the day. ,

1

6-- 7.

"..

3-- 6,

7-- 6

6-2-

11

1

highly-toute-

7-- 2

7-- 0

This week, the Scotties (the rain
gods willing) travel to Oberlin and
Capital for what hold promises of
being tough matches.
The team made it seven wins
without a loss Tuesday, squeaking
past Oberlin
on the road.
Wooster coach Maria Sexton,
forced to slightly rearrange her
lineup due to the illness of fifth
singles player Loraine Wilder, was
quite pleased with her team's
showing against Oberlin, regarded
as one of the best teams in the

Wooster returned to the C.O.W.
campus with their fifth shutout
tucked away in their pockets.

4-- 8.

playing a steady, occurred during doubles action
V
defensive game, waited for her and at 6th singles.
Kenyon opponent to bury herself
Cleary and Hampton handled
with hard but''inaccurate shots, their opponents easily at 1st
holding out for an
doubles, winning
win.
Gordon
while the
""Senior Fran Kielbowicz and Wynn won
loss, r
V
continued to play a steady game, third pair of Wilder and Galloway
' Cleary, who played beautifully coming back from a
6-victory.
deficit to copped a quick
all day, took Lammers easily at 1st win
Kielbowicz played
singles,
Saturday the
Scotties superbly as she trounced her 6th
Hampton played well through- traveled to Otterbein in search of a singles victim,
with the
out her match, but kept catching sixth victim. The sun wasn't the same consistent hitting she's
the tape when rushing the net, only thing that smiled that day as ; displayed aQ season.
' The rest of the singles players
appeared to be running hot and
cold on Saturday, as most of them'
had some difficulties in disposing
'
of their opposition.
The recent rainy weather may
be - part of the cause for this
inconsistency
as Sexton says;.
"It's tough to develop consistency
hitting against a wall
Cleary had to fight from behind
most of the way, but finally took
her match,
Hampton started off extremely
but
fast, winning the first set

,

.

losing to Laitner,
Gordon and Wynn continued to
roll at the No. 3 & 4 spots, winning
respectively.
and

11

THeBTER

Past

r
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is where it
r The Busch label
Note
all

1

"begins.

.
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tO-:-:- :

U U ULZ7

.

X .Ctomfort is cruciaLIf you
public, pick
a padded
bar stool,

the snowy,

.craggy peaks

anixed

.

spins
(to facili- tate admir
ing the ' - .
scenery). At
home, a com
fortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it :
feels good, and the police
don' t seem to mind, do it.
Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly :
between you and the"
"dcminant hemisphere
cfyour brain. Of course,
some mountaineers
Bay the smooth, re- - .
freshing taste ofBusch
is entertainment enough.
And thanK gooaness

-- V

rJL
r

rnoun-:

--

m

You are the moun
taineer. And this is
an ad. The subject of

--

.

which is selecting the
proper gear for

--

.

mountaineering.
(It all nts to
gether so nicely,
doesn't It?)
First and
foremost, youH
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful moun-

;

;

mm

w5i
:
taineers use a church
r
.:
key. Secular moun- taineers use a bottle

they do,because

vit s an excellent

--

opener. Don't be con-

fused try these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is

your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
0
true to you.
Second, choose a
glass. Here the options
,

-

conclusion.

Ul'x

1

ft

mountaineers have a
personal preference. Youll
develop one too.
Food is next. Proper "
rnountaineering,not
to mention proper nutrition, requires a smorgas-- ;
--

v

German steins, hand- blown pilseners,-- J
r r

oldjeliyjars,

Dk

Latcut

little

ii

V
hurch key used by
faithful mountaineers. )

fcHv

--

preferably
one that

VThevv
are

M

j

Boffo mug you've
naa since third grade.

Some mountaineers have suffered from st

potato cmp aencieiiLry,

n
jj.i
ocner
serious uieiary
.

t
--

:fects. Kan atoead;-,-

"

ae- ;

.'
;

pjgg

i ev

t

r

Don't just reach for a "beer.

Head for the moiintalns.

